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Source Protection Committee (SPC)  
Minutes of Meeting SPC-02-2021 

March 31, 2021 – 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Zoom Video Conference 

Members: 

Lynn Dollin, Chair 

Municipal Economic/Development Public Sector First Nations 

Don Goodyear  Colin Elliott Tom Kurtz  
Kyle Mitchell David Ketcheson Stephanie Hobbs  
Andy Campbell David Ritchie Geoff Allen  
Jeff Hamelin John Hemsted Cate Root  
Stan Wells Rick Newlove David Greenwood   
Katie Thompson    

Liaisons: 

Simcoe Muskoka District Health Unit    Christina Wieder 
Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority    Ben Longstaff 
Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority   Doug Hevenor 
Severn Sound Environmental Association    Melissa Carruthers 
Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks  Tea Pesheva 

Staff:      Guests: 

Bill Thompson, LSRCA    Scott Lister, York Region  
Tavis Nimmo, Durham Region   Mike Rawn, Clearview Township  
Mike Wilson, LSRCA    Devin Hannan, Golder Associates 
Steven Holden, Barrie    Ryan Post, NVCA  
Stephanie Sabean, Barrie   Kamran Khurshid, New Tecumseth 
Melissa Carruthers, SSEA    
Shelley Fogelman, minutes, LSRCA 

Regrets: 

Sharday James; Debbie Korolnek; Bob Duncanson; Larry Slomka 
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I. WELCOME & OPENING REMARKS 

Chair Dollin welcomed everyone to the meeting; advised some members had to leave early 
so may have to reorder agenda to accommodate. 

II. ROLL CALL 

Bill Thompson carried out a roll call. Stan Wells agreed to hold proxy for Colin Elliott; John 
Hemsted agreed to hold proxy for Dave Ritchie, both of whom left meeting at 2:00 p.m., 
but returned later in the meeting Chair noted agenda could stand as presented. 

III. DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY INTERESTS 

None.  

IV. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

No amendments were noted. 

RESOLVED: THAT the agenda for the March 31, 2021, meeting of the Source 
Protection Committee (SPC) be approved as presented. 

Moved:  John Hemsted 

Seconded: Rick Newlove 

CARRIED 

V. ADOPTION OF MINUTES 

Requested that, on page 13 the name Dave Ketcheson be changed to Colin Elliott. Move 
Cate Root’s name to Public Sector list.  

RESOLVED: THAT the minutes of the February 17, 2021 meeting of the Source 
Protection Committee be approved as amended and circulated. 

Moved:  Stan Wells 

Seconded: Andy Campbell 

CARRIED 

Tea Pesheva asked that the following further comments to her remarks regarding S.34 
(page3 of February 17, 2021 minutes) be noted in minutes of March 31, 2021 meeting, as 
follows: 

“Section 34s are locally initiated amendments, typically those with some urgency, including 
those that ensure new or changing municipal sources of drinking water are 
protected, include important information not available at the time the plan was first 
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approved, address new or changing land uses or infrastructure that impact vulnerable area 
mapping or scores, and ensure policy implementation issues are addressed.  

Prior to conducting public consultation for locally initiated amendments under section 34, 
the Clean Water Act (CWA) requires the SPA to obtain a municipal council resolution from 
each municipality affected by the amendments. Following the consultation process, the 
SPA then works on updating Source Protection Plan and the Assessment Report. The S.36 is 
a review of the Plan as required under the legislation, which is as a result of a Minister’s 
order given to the SPA for specific changes that need to be done or that it remains 
current.” 

VI. ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Chair: Noted that Keley Katona is moving on; has accepted position at MMAH. 
Susan Ecclestone will be Acting; has been in role before so is familiar with 
program.  

Tea P. Noted announcement regarding permanent replacement for Ms. Katona 
will be made by Deputy Minister following recruitment process. Chairs’ 
meeting was held February 24; presentations were insightful and helpful 
to management providing a great overview of program. New Director to 
meet individually with each Chair at some future date.  

VII. DELEGATIONS 

There were none. 

VIII. PRESENTATIONS 

(a) Source Protection Region Update – Bill Thompson, Lake Simcoe Region Conservation 
Authority 

Regular update regarding work staff has been doing between meetings and a forecast of 
the year to come.  

Education & Outreach – shout out to M. Carruthers of SSEA – created virtual training event 
for municipalities in her area; attended by 19 municipal staff.  

Plan Amendments – S.34 & 36 amendments remain a major focus for staff’s work. Two 
different amendments: S.36 review is comprehensive review of how well the plan is 
working; updated every few years. Issues previously brought to committee include DNAPLs 
and salt risk management plans; bigger issue are the Directors’ Technical Rules for which a 
number of changes have been proposed. Most important proposed changes are around the 
circumstances when an activity can be considered a significant threat; when activities 
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become a significant threat policies need to be in place. When/if amendments are 
approved, will lead Committee through process to ensure the policies in the plan are still 
the right ones.  

S.34 more issue/topic specific amendments. For committee most likely to be 
additions/changes to drinking water systems. Will continue to bring updates to committee; 
important update on York Region file re: proposed twinning of well – moving forward. 
Noted there are other files that will be brought to the committee as/when required. 

SPC Membership – Members appointed to committee with 5 year term; Bill is working with 
Chair to speak with members appointed in 2016 whose terms are coming up; interest 
expressed by some to reapply to continue on the committee.  

2021 Committee Meetings – Committee can expect two or three more meetings this year; 
difficult to predict timing; will follow up with Chair. 

RESOLVED:  THAT the presentation regarding the Source Protection Region Update by 
Bill Thompson be received for information. 

Moved:  Rick Newlove 

Seconded:  Kyle Mitchell 

CARRIED 

(b) Proposed Amendment – Township of Clearview-Ryan Post, Nottawasaga Valley 
Conservation Authority and Devin Hannan, Golder Associates 

 Presentation provided an overview to proposed amendment to an existing well and a 
proposed Klondike well in Stayner, in Township of Clearview.  Noted that Mike Rawn 
from Township of Clearview is in attendance at this meeting.  

 Stayner population growth to be significant within next 15 years. Existing wells in 
Stayner are comprised of two well fields; in Assessment Report has three wells but 
should be four; well four needs to be integrated into Assessment Report. The new well 
(Klondike Wellfield) will contain four wells, three in production, one which will be 
standby. Presentation rationale/objective is to ask committee to agree that 
amendments to the Plan are advisable.  

 Stayner Well 4 – drilled in 2009 incorporated into the amended Permit to Take Water 
(PTTW); needs to be incorporated into Source Protection Plan (SPP) and the associated 
Assessment Report. Three tests to determine whether well should be included in 
Assessment Report – Location, Screen Depth (where water comes from), PTTW (impacts 
groundwater modelling used to delineate wellhead protection areas (WHPA). There are 
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no additional drinking water threats or anticipated policy changes required. Changes in 
mapping are essentially “bookkeeping” amendment. 

 Klondike Park Wellfield – Devin Hannan, Golder Associates 

 Identified key reports, publicly available, regarding work done in area. Work on area for 
Klondike Wellfield began in 2018. Township of Clearview requested work because of 
anticipated significant increases in water supply demand and need to locate other 
sources of groundwater; best site on Klondike Park Road, northeast of Stayner.  

 Site is almost center of Wasaga Beach model as starting point (2004). Noted there are 
24 private wells in area 20 of which will have no adverse effects, a water level 
monitoring program will be initiated at the other 4; no significant drinking water threats 
were found nor are any anticipated.  

 The WHPA-A is entirely within property owned by the Township of Clearview; no 
landowners will be affected, and no significant drinking water threats exist. Therefore, 
no policy change is required. Notice to this effect has been provided to the municipality. 

Questions/Comments: 

Stan W. To confirm mapping – proposed wellfield is at the northeast corner of Sunnydale 
Concession 12 and Klondike Park Road – correct? 

Stan W. Are source protection officials within the Town of Wasaga Beach fully aware of 
this proposal? 

Mike R. Yes. 

Geoff A. Where does population data come from? 

Mike R. That data is described in Burnside’s report; I think the 28,000 is the ultimate 
build out for Stayner. 

Geoff A. Will the remainder of property be protected, or left as agricultural? 

Mike R. No plans at this point to develop or allow development; most likely to remain as 
farmland. 

Cate R. Is the aquifer the same as the ones being used by the four wells in Stayner? 

Devin H. Yes it is the same aquifer; there are several kilometers separating the zone of 
influences between the two wells and their aquifer properties are bound to 
change; the aquifer transmissivity under the Klondike Park Road is not expected 
to be the exact same as the power line and, in fact, it is not.  
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Cate R. Is there a standard to the number of livestock before it becomes a concern? 

Ryan P. In technical rules published in 2010 outline methodology that is used to 
delineate the percent managed lands or livestock density; there’s a standard 
approach that we used for models here and all other wellhead protection areas 
across the province. The agricultural threats are not applicable to zones outside 
the WHPA A; based on land ownership and geographic extent of WHPA A the 
threats are zero. 

Cate R. Is there a number of animals per acre? 

Ryan P. It’s based on nutrient units, so would be based on the type and number of 
livestock.  

Devin H. If nutrient units are greater than one it would be a concern, but this is well under 
the threshold. 

Dave K. You mentioned that using the MDD vastly expanded the capture zones; why is 
there a sudden departure or why there’s a significant difference between the 
ADD and MDD simulations? 

Devin H. First of all, we never actually simulated the MDD – that was a speculative 
number. Based on previous modelling we would see a proportionately larger 
draw down. The MDD, if ever reached, would be within a very short timeframe 
and usually the taking is much less than that.  

Dave K. Would it be reasonable to say that if MDD is considered it would expand the 
capture zone by a factor of two? 

Devin H. Without further modelling, that would be a good guess. Capture zones are based 
on a very long-term water use over the course of decades – and you would never 
see an MDD for a 25 year period non stop so the ADD is technically much more 
justifiable.  

Andy C. Will the wellfield be expanded in the future for additional capacity? 

Devin H. Currently undertaking the follow up to the initial work. We expect to design the 
wells in the next month or so and see how much they make. If they meet what 
they are supposed to do, I’m not sure that there would be a plan to put more 
wells in.  

Mike R. Clearview has an agreement with the Town of Wasaga Beach for taking sewage 
through the Town to the sewage treatment plant; there are no plans to extend 
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the wellfield. The target requested for the well capacity is to match the existing 
sewage capacity. 

Stan W. When we look forward to increased populations – this will be a very busy area in 
the next 20 years. 

Tom K. Am I right in saying that the orange block (on map in presentation) to the right of 
the WHPA is a landfill? So in the unexpected event that it is decided to increase 
the well capacity on that site, the WHPA would probably extend into that landfill, 
right? 

Devin H. Yes, there is a possibility of that. I would just say there is no drinking water 
threat and there is no intent to increase the pumping. These are the WHPAs with 
the uncertainty analysis built in.  

Mike R. There’s a pipe running through Stayner; the Township is often asked why we 
aren’t connecting to it? The well is quite east of Stayner. Costs are one issue; one 
of the most significant issues is business in Stayner; if we could separate supply 
from wells it would save the businesses.   

RESOLVED: THAT staff report number SPC-2021-02-03 regarding Source Protection Plan and 
Assessment Report Update – Amendment to Township of Clearview be received 
for information; and 

AND FURTHER THAT the South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe Source Protection 
Committee agree that the proposed amendments to the Source Protection Plan 
and the Clearview Chapter of the Nottawasaga Valley Assessment Report are 
advisable. 

Moved: Kyle Mitchell 

Seconded: Andy Campbell 

CARRIED 

(c) 2020 Annual Report – Mike Wilson, Lake Simcoe Region Conservation Authority 

Primary goal of Annual Reporting is to determine whether the assessment of threats to 
drinking water supplies have been reduced through the implementation of the Source 
Protection Plan. A review of the reports which have to be submitted to the Province. Noted 
that with 15 months to the submission deadlines, 119 Risk Management Plans (RMP) remain 
to be completed. To date, 19 have been completed; as of December 31, 2020 87 RMPs are in 
progress (communication has taken place between landowner and RMO) – lower than 
previous years, but a strong number considering impacts/restrictions of COVID 19, leaving 
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approximately 32 RMPs that have not been started. Presentation reviewed status of each of 
the municipalities – RMPs that are due/in progress, not yet started or not required. Total 
RMPs completed is 251 across the Source Protection Region.  Provided a table of 22 
prescribed drinking water threats. As of December 31, 2020 89% of the threats that existed 
at the time of SPP approval have been addressed through policy implementation. 

Sixteen of the 22 threats are typically managed through the RMP tool; they are Agriculture, 
Commercial Fertilizer and DNAPL threats. Provided a review of municipalities who are in the 
process of or need to update their Official Plans to include Sourcewater Protection.  

Noted that January 2022 is MECP deadline to complete the second round of septic 
inspections; has been impacted by COVID and inability to conduct inspections. Reviewed 
impacts and potential issues regarding RMPs and septic inspections in light of the pandemic 
and the restrictions it has imposed.  

Next Steps – Staff will continue to bring progress reports to the committee; may request 
another review of the RMP deadline taking into account the restrictions/limitations imposed 
by COVID 19. 

Recommended that committee agree to a satisfactory rating. 

Questions/Comments: 

Lynn D. Every year that we’ve reported out it’s always been satisfactory – is that correct? 

Mike W. That’s correct. 

Geoff A. Why do we want to remain at satisfactory? Is it possibly because we don’t want 
the added pressure of progressing well and may slipping back to satisfactory? 

Mike W. We could say progressing well/on target. May consider that now there is a new 
deadline, which is 15 months out, we may be on target. 

Lynn D. If it was just progressing well, without the “on target” I’d be more comfortable.  

   

Tom K. Why is Georgina not required? Do they not have any municipal systems? 

Lynn D. They have one surface water intake and it’s way out so there’s no significant 
drinking water threat. 

Cate R. Similar question to Tom’s regarding Tay – I would think that runoff water would 
be a concern? 
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Melissa C. The circumstances aren’t great enough for those septic systems to be considered 
significant drinking water threats. 

Cate R. Indicated that in fact 87 reports have actually been started and I would echo that 
we’re well on our way if that’s the case.  

Lynn D. If Tay was on the shores of Lake Simcoe rather than Georgian Bay, everybody 
within 100 m of the water would have to a septic inspection because of the Lake 
Simcoe Protection Plan.  

 

Katie T. From the RMO perspective while we’re making progress on all the policies, it is 
challenging to close RMP files with the inability to go onsite. If bumping us up 
will take away any option for another possible extension I would advise against 
it. 

David K. I think we’ve been ripped off, because COVID 19 has brought the ability of RMO’s 
to do their work to a standstill. Therefore, I’d suggest we go to MECP and saying 
let’s stop the clock until COVID’s over. We need direction from the Ministry that 
says to put RMPs on hold, so lives aren’t endangered (due to COVID).  

Stan W. I think this committee should be directing staff to send a letter to MECP to ask 
for suspension; not just a safety issue but if we try to force the issue to go on 
sites, we lose the potential for cooperation.  I am supportive of the satisfactory 
recommendation, but I would like to suggest that a letter goes to the Ministry to 
extend the deadline. 

Bill T. I have spoken with Tea and other staff at the Ministry and they’re fully 
understanding of the RMO’s situation; there isn’t a pressure to meet the 
deadline, there’s simply the process to report annually. I think the Ministry 
would accept a revision to the deadline, if the committee decides that. 

Rick N. I think satisfactory is the rating because of the concerns and delays in completing 
some RMOs because of COVID 19. 

Lynn D. I would rather say satisfactory and then do better, than disappoint. 

David G. I agree with Rick’s comment; Mike made comment that there is some innovative 
virtual work taking place; if we accept satisfactory rating I’d hope to see more 
innovation taking place.  
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Lynn D. Lake Simcoe Protection Plan is currently receiving comments from the public. 
Many comments talked about more consistency, funding for septic inspections. 
If there are changes to the LSPP that make changes to the septic inspection 
would that be separate from the Sourcewater inspections in the WHPA? 

Ben L. We are still in conversation with the Province; continue to work towards 
consistency. 

Lynn D. When we talk about numbers (in presentation), but in other parts of 
presentation talk about percentages. Out of the 19 regions, ours has more than 
half of the drinking water systems. For example, 98% in a smaller region is a 
much different number than 98% in our region; I believe (presentation) should 
show numbers in brackets after a percentage to clarify. 

Lynn D. Did we land on whether we want to send a letter saying “stop the process”. I’m a 
little concerned with what that would do with our RMPs. 

Rick N. I would move we accept satisfactory, but could we put a reason in brackets, i.e., 
as a result of COVID 19, to explain? 

Lynn D. Could we amend the recommendation, Bill? 

Bill T. The report card (in presentation) – at top of page we pick the rating and at 
bottom is explanation for choice, so some wording can be added there. 

RESOLVED: THAT staff report number SPC-2021-02-02 regarding the annual report on plan 
implementation be received for information; and 

FURTHER THAT the SPA staff be directed to rate progress as “Satisfactory”;  

AND FURTHER THAT the Source Protection Committee utilize section II of the 
Annual Report to comment on the progress made to date, as described in the 
Issues section, making reference to COVID 19. 

Moved: Geoff Allen 

Seconded: Stan Wells 

  CARRIED  
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(d) Proposed Amendment – Township of Mulmur – Ryan Post, Nottawasaga Valley 
Conservation Authority 

Simple well replacement in Township of Mulmur. Original inspection showed corrosion in well 
necessitating well replacement. Relied on three tests – location, screen depth and permit to 
take water– to determine if it’s a simple replacement or if it will impact delineation of wellhead 
protection areas. Comparison of PTTW from existing to new well – no change in water 
extraction rates for this well; based on that wellhead protection area will not be changed. No 
new significant drinking water threats identified and no policy changes anticipated.  

Questions/Comments: 

David K. Is there a reason why the well screen corroded out? 

Ryan P. I’m not aware of the reason why that would happen. RJ Burnside did the review 
and made the determination. 

RESOLVED: THAT staff report number SPC-2021-02-04 regarding Assessment Report Update- 
Mulmur Chapter be received for information; and 

FURTHER THAT the South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe Source Protection 
Committee agree that the proposed amendments to the Source Protection Plan 
and the Mulmur Chapter of the Nottawasaga Valley Assessment Report are 
advisable;  

AND FURTHER THAT staff be directed to incorporate these changes as part of the 
forthcoming amendment to the Source Protection Plan, under Section 36 of the 
Clean Water Act. 

Moved: John Hemsted 

Seconded: Kyle Mitchell 

  CARRIED 

Correspondence Received: 

Chair noted a letter was written by LSRCA Chair Emmerson to Minister Yurek; a response has 
been received and will be included in agenda of next meeting.  

IX. ADOPTION OF ITEMS NOT REQUIRING SEPARATE DISCUSSION 

There were none. 
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RESOLVED:  THAT the recommendations as set forth in the items not requiring separate 
discussion be approved, and staff be authorized to take all necessary actions to 
affect those recommendations. 

Moved: Rick Newlove 

Seconded: Stan Wells 

CARRIED 

X. DETERMINATION OF ITEMS REQUIRING SEPARATE DISCUSSIONS 

None. 

XI. OTHER BUSINESS 

Dave K. There’s a committee report on comments proposed to the Canada Water 
Agency. (Item 1(a) on Agenda). 

Lynn D. We’ve already approved it, but if anyone has any questions or comments. 

Colin E. It looks like a bureaucratic bonanza; discussions on how it will affect 
agriculture in Ontario are still to come.  

XII. Next Meeting and Adjournment 

Date currently unknown; staff will send a Doodle Poll to members. 

RESOLVED: THAT the SPC meeting of March 31, 2021 be adjourned at 3:47 p.m. 

Moved:  Colin Elliott 

Seconded:  Don Goodyear 

CARRIED 
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